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I am Sending this quick note to update you. on tacf~cal positioning MS may take.
Yesterday evening, I toldTom Johnston that we cannot accept. their constant
pushback on having ONE secudty AP! for ALL ISVa to use. i tried to make
clear to him that all our efforts toward a USB-ltke forum, early inclusion
of potential fragmentation leaders, a forum-wide APi, reference
implementa~ons, and early public vi~’bility dates to.drive our efforts to -closure are ALL towards the goal of drawing lhe indust~ together behind one
API and keepir~g them that way. Our meeting today is ~o come to management
agreement on those principles sothat both lower level, teams are working to
the same set Of pdnciptas.
His response was two fold. We need to move our technical discussions forward
quickly to arrive at an agreed set of things to push as standards (APIs,
protocols, and/or data formats). Then, we will know better what form(s) our
standards efforts should take. i replied that, while we still do need lots
of technical closure, we need to do so trader the pressure of eady public
exposure and common principles.
His second response was thatAP.ls are where they compete, but his agreement
with Sanjay, which I had not heard before, is that, when we agree on what
should be standardized (APIS, protocols, and/or data formats), he wilt drive
ahead with it - even t.o include APls. ! replied that we ce~ainly expect a
set of APIs, with the general functionardy of CSSM, to be a pa.rt of our
results.
Hope this helps - G.
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